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Grade level:  
High school 

Subject area:  
Science 

Duration:  
Two class periods 
 
Setting:  
Classroom, 
computer lab 

Vocabulary:  
Barrier islands 
Climate change 
Contour lines 
GoeMapApp 
IPCC  
Isoline 
Relative sea-level 
rise 
Subsidence  

 

 

Going, Going, Gone  
Teacher Instructions 

 

 

 

Overview:  
This lesson teaches students how to use geographic information system 

(GIS) tools to apply projections of 21
st
 century sea-level rise to coastal 

wetlands. This will allow students to infer impact on migratory birds, 

including brown pelicans, black skimmers and terns that utilize key 

barrier island and marsh habitat. 

 

Learning Objectives: 
The students will: 

 List several factors to lead to coastal land loss. 

 Describe the importance of barrier islands and marsh grass 

patches to brown pelicans, terns and black skimmers. 

 State the range of 21
st
 sea-level rise projected by IPCC. 

 Create a coastal map with an isoline-indicating projected 

shoreline in 2100. 

 Identify uncertainties that exist within the map product. 

 

Materials: 

 BTNEP Poster of Barrier Islands 

 Computers with Internet 

 

Grade Level Expectations: 
Biology 

 Utilize mathematics, organizational tools, and graphing skills to 

solve problems. (SI-H-A3)  

 Utilize technology when appropriate to enhance laboratory investigations and presentations of 

findings. (SI-H-A3)  

 Explain how selected organisms respond to a variety of stimuli. (LS-H-F3)  

 Explain how behavior affects the survival of species. (LS-H-F4)  

 

Environmental Science 

 Use technology when appropriate to enhance laboratory investigations and presentations of 

findings. (SI-H-A3) 

 Determine the interrelationships of clean water, land and air to the success of organisms in a 

given population. (SE-H-C1) 

 Analyze the effect of common social, economic, technological and political considerations on 

environmental policy (SE-H-C3)  
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 Analyze the consequences of changes in selected divisions of the biosphere (e.g., global 

warming). (SE-H-A5) (SE-H-A7) 

 Analyze the positive and negative consequences of human activities on ecosystems. (LS-H-

D4) 

 

Common Core State Standards: 

 S1: Ask questions and define problems. 

 S4: Analyze and interpret data. 

 S7: Engage in argument from evidence. 

 M2: Reason abstractly and quantitatively. 

 E3: Obtain, synthesize and report findings clearly and effectively in response to task and 

purpose. 

 E6: Use technology and digital media strategically and capably. 

 

Vocabulary Definitions: 

Barrier islands - a relatively narrow strip of land that parallels a coast. 

 

Climate change - statistically significant and directional changes in earth’s climate, generally 

attributed to increased concentrations of atmospheric greenhouse gases. 

 

Contour lines - a series of parallel lines on a map that connect equal elevations using a preset 

increment. 

 

Eustacy (“yoo-stə-see”) - worldwide sea-level change. 

 

GeoMapApp - a free online mapping and visualization tool. 

 

IPCC - Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change is a scientific intergovernmental body, set up at 

the request of member governments. 

 

Isoline - a single contour line connecting equal elevation; in this case, the projected increase in sea-

level. 

 

Relative sea-level rise – observed change in se level rise at a given point, considering all factors (e.g. 

sea-level rise plus subsidence).  

 

Subsidence - sinking of land as sediment compacts. 

 

Background Information: 
 Louisiana’s barrier islands are beautiful and fragile. Formed from ancient Mississippi River 

delta shorelines, these are some of the youngest and most threatened landscapes in the world. Several 

factors contribute to the decline of Louisiana’s barrier islands. The three threats most commonly 

associated with these areas are: sediment starvation that has resulted from the addition of flood 

protection levees along the Mississippi River; subsidence of the deltaic sediment that forms the base 

of both barrier islands and marshes in south Louisiana; and sea-level rise associated with eustacy.  
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 Sediment starvation upsets the mass balance of materials in the delta region. Wave action and 

storm surge both contribute to erosion loss of sediment. Prior to construction of flood control levees, 

annual flood cycles of the Mississippi River delivered sediment to marshes and bays offsetting the 

erosional losses. Levees, however, now direct most of this sediment into the deep Gulf where it is 

unable to be contribute material to stabilize barrier islands, bottomland hardwood forests and 

marshes. In the dynamic coastal system this upsets the mass balance. With less sediment input the 

system becomes dominated by erosion. 

 Another factor influencing sediment mass balance is hydrologic modification of the coastal 

zone. Historically, oil and gas infrastructure development has relied on the dredging of canals to 

move large equipment to locations along the coast. The opening of canals often allows the intrusion 

of salt water and results in loss of fresh water adapted vegetation. Plant roots are important in binding 

sediment. Canals also create increased edge conditions that expose areas to erosion by wave action. 

 From a geologic standpoint, the Mississippi River delta region is quite young. Over the last 

10,000 years the river has changed course repeatedly and built up several “lobes.” (See General 

Wetlands Information for details on lobe formation.) Once the river shifts to a new channel, the 

abandoned delta begins subsiding due to the sheer weight of the sediment on the earth’s crust. The 

compaction of the silts and clays laid down during delta building is a natural process, but in 

combination with sea-level rise it accelerates erosion. The simultaneous sinking of land and rising 

sea-level rise is often referred to as “relative sea-level rise.” 

 Global sea-level rises (eustacy) on the order of 10 centimeters are documented for the past 

century at many locations. Increases in earth’s average mean temperature contribute to this rise in 

two ways. First, like any material, water undergoes thermal expansion. As oceans warm, they take up 

more space. Second, atmospheric warming contributes to sea-level rise. As grounded or land-based 

ice sheets melt, the melt water flows into the world’s oceans. As sea-level rises, extensive coastal 

areas are inundated due to their low relief. As the sea transgresses over barrier islands and marshes, 

plants experience elevated salinities that contribute to their decline and ecosystem fragmentation. 

Further, as the sea rises, new areas are exposed to erosional forces, accelerating land loss. 

 Louisiana’s barrier islands are breeding and nesting habitat to a number of migratory and 

colonial nesting birds. Black Skimmers are medium to large water birds known for their remarkable 

bill and their feeding habits. Black Skimmers’ red and black bill is longer on the bottom to help it 

skim small fish from near surface waters as it flies. Although it is very common in South America, 

the year-round resident skimmers found in Louisiana are important ecologically since they are found 

near its northernmost range of the species. They are literally “on the edge” in Louisiana! Our state 

bird, the Brown Pelican, is easily one of the most recognizable birds in Louisiana. Thousands of these 

birds nest annually in the Isle Derniere (chain at the mouth of Terrebonne Bay). Additionally, a 

variety of migratory birds including Royal, Forster’s and Caspian terns inhabit the marshes and 

shorelines associated with Louisiana’s barrier islands. For more information about the identification 

and life history of these animals see the All About Birds website in the resources section. 

 Clearly, we must understand the threats to barrier islands to understand the impacts on 

ecosystems and the organisms that make them up. The threat of future sea-level rise worldwide has 

been discussed by many scientists and policymakers over the last few decades. This activity will 

make use of sea-level rise projections generated by the IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 

Change) as part of their 2007 report (see resources). A variety of predictive models were used to 

suggest an absolute sea-level rise ranging from 200mm (.2m) to 500mm (.5m) by the end of the 

century. Although these values sound small they can have major impact in coastal Louisiana where 

the elevation gradient is very slight. 
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Advance Preparation: 
1. Download GeoMapApp onto student computers (optional). 

2. Print “Barrier Island Loss Dealing a Blow to Birds” article and copy for each student (See 

resources for URL). Student can read it online if possible. 

3. Make copies of the article work sheet, “IPCC Projected Changes in Sea-Level During the 21
st
 

Century” and the Student Guide for each student (see Blackline Masters). 

 

Procedure: 
Day 1:  Introduction to Sea-Level Rise 

1. Tell the students today they will be learning about sea-level rise on Louisiana’s coast and 

evaluate its potential impact on sea-bird nesting areas. 

2. Distribute the article “Barrier Island Loss Dealing a Blow to Birds” and the Article Work 

Sheet (see Blackline Masters). Allow students 10-15 to review the article and complete the 

work sheet. 

3. Discuss the article and answers to the work sheet using the Teacher Key (see Blackline 

Masters).   

4. Optional: Show students the maps produced by USGS and BTNEP entitled Habitat Changes 

in the Lower Barataria-Terrebonne Estuarine Basins 1956-2000 (provided in kit). These maps 

and instructional activities for them are available from: http://educators.btnep.org. 

5. Discuss sea level rise with the students. Ask the students what they know about sea-level rise 

and coastal land loss. (More information may be found in the background information and the 

General Wetlands Information in beginning of the Youth Wetlands Program binder.) 

6. Distribute IPCC “Projected Changes in Sea-Level During the 21
st
 Century” to each student 

(see Blackline Masters). Give students five minutes to go over the graph, and have them 

answer the accompanying questions on a separate sheet of paper. (Note: the caption that 

appeared with the graph in its original publication is included. It may be necessary to discuss 

the concept of uncertainty with students as well as the use of models for prediction. See 

resources for more information about the graph.) 

7. Discuss the graph and answers to the work sheet using the Teacher Key. 

 

Day 2: Mapping Coastlines Using Estimates of Sea-level Rise  

1. Explain to students they will be using a new Internet-based mapping and visualization tool 

called GeoMapApp to produce maps of the Louisiana coastline in the year 2100 based on the 

projections found in the IPCC graph. 

2. Teachers have the option of either downloading GeoMapApp onto computers to be used by 

the students or having them do it themselves. Instructions for downloading and installing the 

tool are outlined in the tutorial. Also, note there are YouTube tutorials for almost all aspects 

of downloading and using GeoMapApp. They can be accessed by clicking on Education at the 

top of the map window and then selecting Tutorials. The down load tutorial can be found at:  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aCyskQ7ngUM. 

3. Distribute the Student Guide to each student (see Blackline Masters). 

4. Tell the students to follow the directions in Student Guide. Circulate around the room 

ensuring that students are correctly following the user’s guide.   

5. Once most students have selected the profile tool in step 3, stop the class and work through 

the questions in number 3 using the Going, Going, Gone Lesson Activity Key. 

6. Continue the tutorial after completing the questions. 

http://educators.btnep.org/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aCyskQ7ngUM
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7. After students create the interactive profile of a Terrebonne Bay, transect work through the 

questions in number 6 using the Teacher Key. 

8. Once students complete the tutorial instruct them to zoom in and make maps of sea-level rise 

on one of the barrier islands to the west of Timbalier and to save it as a JPEG onto their 

desktop.  

9. Once the JPEG is saved, direct students open a Word document and insert the map image into 

the document. They should give the map an appropriate title and caption (you can have them 

use the IPCC graph caption as an example). Have them follow the directions in the Student 

Guide. 

10. Once the students have completed the assignment, have them submit the assignment. Make 

sure they include their name on the document and other information as directed. Grade the 

assignment for completion and student understanding using the Teacher Key. 

Extension Ideas:  
This activity can be used in conjunction with America's Vanishing Treasure on pg. 409 of the 

Youth Wetlands Program 2013 Binder. You also can find the lesson on-line at 

www.agcenter.lsu.edu/YWW under the curriculum link (or directly at 

http://www.lsuagcenter.com/en/4H/about_4H/programs/science_engineering_technology/Youth+

Wetlands+Week/Curriculum/. 

 

Blackline Masters: 

 Article Work Sheet 

 Barrier Island Loss Article 

 “IPCC Projected Changes in Sea-Level During the 21
st
 Century” 

 GeoMapAppTutorial – Student Guide 

 Teacher Key 

 

Resources: 
All about birds (online). Cornell University. Accessed September 20, 2013. 

http://www.allaboutbirds.org/Page.aspx?pid=1189 

 

Barrier island loss dealing blow to birds (online). Accessed September 20, 2013. 

http://www.houmatoday.com/article/20100327/ARTICLES/100329462?template=printpicart 

 

Barataria Terrebonne National Estuary Program (online). Accessed September 20, 2013. 

http://educators.btnep.org 

 

GeoMapApp homepage (online). Accessed September 20, 2013. http://www.geomapapp.org/ 

IPCC Sea-level projections information (online). Accessed September 20, 2013. 

http://www.ipcc.ch/publications_and_data/ar4/wg1/en/faq-5-1.html 

 

Self-guided GeoMapApp lesson (a great online resource). Accessed September 20, 2013. 

http://serc.carleton.edu/eet/shaldril/index.html 

 

Student guide on YouTube (online). Accessed September 20, 2013. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aCyskQ7ngUM 

http://www.agcenter.lsu.edu/YWW
http://www.lsuagcenter.com/en/4H/about_4H/programs/science_engineering_technology/Youth+Wetlands+Week/Curriculum/
http://www.lsuagcenter.com/en/4H/about_4H/programs/science_engineering_technology/Youth+Wetlands+Week/Curriculum/
http://www.allaboutbirds.org/Page.aspx?pid=1189
http://www.houmatoday.com/article/20100327/ARTICLES/100329462?template=printpicart
http://educators.btnep.org/
http://www.geomapapp.org/
http://www.ipcc.ch/publications_and_data/ar4/wg1/en/faq-5-1.html
http://serc.carleton.edu/eet/shaldril/index.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aCyskQ7ngUM
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USGS factsheet on Louisiana’s Barrier Islands (online). Accessed September 20, 2013. 

http://pubs.usgs.gov/fs/barrier-islands/ 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

http://pubs.usgs.gov/fs/barrier-islands/
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Article Work Sheet
 Read the article “Barrier Island Loss Dealing Blow to Birds,” and answer questions 1-6.

1. What is the importance of barrier islands and marsh grass patches to birds?

2. What birds are common on Louisiana’s barrier islands?

3. What accounted for the rebound in pelican populations?

4. What is the trend for Wine Island nesting birds?

5. As the islands get smaller, how do the birds respond?

6. Why do biologists and engineers disagree on saving the islands? 



 

 

 
This copy is for your personal, noncommercial use only. You can order presentation-ready copies for distribution to your colleagues, clients or 

customers or use the "Reprints" tool that appears above any article.  

  

Barrier-island loss dealing blow to birds 

By Nikki Buskey Staff Writer 

Published: Saturday, March 27, 2010 at 6:01 a.m. 

 

HOUMA — Remote and shrinking, the Isles Dernieres barrier islands that 

lay dozens of miles off Terrebonne’s coast are most often discussed as 

sandy speed bumps for storm surges. 

But for thousands of sea birds, the islands are a vital, yet disappearing, 

link to life.  The islands have shrunk in size and number since the 2008 

storms, as have the birds who reproduce there.  The islands, far away from 

the coast and predators that threaten their young, serve as a nesting place for terns, black skimmers, brown 

pelicans and others. 

 

Nicholls State University researchers determined that about 44,000 pairs of birds mated and nested on the tiny 

islands in 2008.  A year later, the number dipped to about 28,000 pairs, a loss of about 36 percent, said assistant 

biology professor Aaron Pierce.  Researchers aim to keep a close eye on the island chain this summer to see if the 

decline continues. 

 

With the birds’ preferred habitat rapidly disappearing rapidly, scientists acknowledge the outlook is grim.  “Let’s 

be clear — there is no recovery going on,” said Richard DeMay, a senior scientist with the Barataria-Terrebonne 

National Estuary Program. 

 

Brown-pelican populations have increased, but only because the birds are recovering from near extinction 

blamed on a now-banned pesticide, DeMay said.  “The trends do seem to be headed down” for other species of 

birds, he said. 

 

If the barrier islands continue to erode, DeMay said, “you’re going to be seeing fewer and fewer sea birds” in 

Terrebonne and Lafourche. 

 

“Louisiana is the most important state for these colonial nesting seabirds in the Gulf of Mexico,” said Mike 

Carloss, coastal-operations manager for the Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries. The department 

manages the Isles Dernieres, including Raccoon, Whiskey, Trinity, East and Wine islands, as a natural refuge.  

“Without the islands, they’re in trouble.” 

 

LOSING WINE ISLAND 

 

The birds prefer islands that are small and remote. Pelicans tend to nest in bushy vegetation. Terns nest on the 

sand.  Raccoon and Wine islands, smaller islands in the chain, host some of the largest colonies of nesting sea 

birds in the state, Carloss said. Raccoon Island fared well through Gustav and Ike.  But Wine Island has been 

reduced to almost nothing, and its plant life was eradicated. Many locals say it will be lost forever if it’s not 

rebuilt soon. 

Wine Island was rendered one-tenth of its pre-

Gustav size by the storm surge. Scientists say the 

dwindling island is an important habitat for nesting 

birds and must be preserved. 



 

 

 

Terrebonne Levee Director Reggie Dupre, who flew over the island in February, estimates Wine Island, 

previously 55 acres, now measures about 5 acres.  In 2008, 11,000 pairs of birds nested on the tiny spit of land. 

Just 6,800 pairs of birds returned to nest there in 2009.  The shrinking island likely resulted in increased 

competition for nesting sites, prompting some birds to nest in extreme conditions. Some pelicans nested directly 

on the sand, putting their nests so close to shore that they were flooded, Carloss said. 

 

Few “will return to nest there in the future,” Carloss said. “There’s nothing left for them there.”  State wildlife 

biologists are pushing for Wine Island’s restoration because it’s one of the state’s larger breeding colonies, but 

the state has no restoration plans, said Chris Macaluso, a spokesman for the state Office of Coastal Activities.  

Also, despite protests at public meetings, the island is not included in the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ plan to 

restore Terrebonne’s barrier islands. Scientists have deemed the island “unsustainable,” Macaluso said. 

 

“It’s extremely susceptible to being washed away,” Macaluso said.  Since 1991, Macaluso said, dirt dredged from 

the Houma Navigation Canal has been used at least four times to bolster the island.  The last project was in 2007, 

but Gustav and Ike swept away most of that material.  Macaluso said dredged mud will be used on Wine Island in 

the future, but he couldn’t say when that might happen again. 

 

UNCERTAIN FUTURE 

 

So what does that mean for the birds who depend on the island to reproduce? Scientists aren’t sure. 

 

They say many sea birds fled the rapidly degrading Chandeleur Islands off the coast of St. Bernard Parish to 

Terrebonne’s islands. But the birds’ options, in Louisiana at least, are lessening.  “The loss would not be good,” 

Pierce said. “We host the largest pelican colony in the state. And, for birds like royal and sandwich terns, these 

islands host a significant portion of their breeding population.” 

 

DeMay, Pierce and Carloss tried to remain positive about the prospect of keeping the islands viable, both for 

storm protection and birds.  “It depends on how important society views these islands to be and the commitment 

we’re willing to make,” Pierce said.  It will require millions in maintenance, dredging and rebuilding. 

 

Nicholls researchers are hoping their work will help determine ideal nesting conditions so future restoration 

projects take those needs into account.  “We’re spending a tremendous amount of money to save the islands for 

hurricane protection. We’ve spent $50 million just to maintain these land masses,” Pierce said. “Our idea was 

more than providing just a land mass, maybe there are things we can do to restore the ecosystem function.” 

 

DeMay said protecting the islands is key to the survival of local communities, both human and bird.  “Huge 

percentages of the national bird populations nest here in Louisiana, and there are three to four species that nest on 

those islands alone,” DeMay said. “When we lose those barrier islands, particularly the smaller ones like Wine 

Island, for the species as a whole — it will make an impact.” 

 
Staff Writer Nikki Buskey can be reached at 857-2205 or nicole.buskey@houmatoday.com. 

 

Copyright © 2013 HoumaToday.com — All rights reserved. Restricted use only
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IPCC Projected Changes in Sea Level 
During the 21st Century

 
Figure 1. Time series of global mean sea level (deviation from the 1980-1999 mean) in the past and as 
projected for the future. Before 1870, global measurements of sea level are not available. The grey shading 
shows the uncertainty in the estimated long-term rate of sea level change. The red line is a reconstruc-
tion of global mean sea level from tide gauges, and the red shading denotes the range of variations from 
a smooth curve. The green line shows global mean sea level observed from satellite altimetry. The blue 
shading represents the range of model projections for the SRES A1B scenario for the 21st century, relative 
to the 1980- to 1999-mean, and has been calculated independently from the observations. Beyond 2100, 
the projections increasingly depend on the emissions scenario. Over many centuries or millennia, sea level 
could rise by several meters.

Use the graph above to answer the following questions on a separate sheet of paper:

1. Explain how the sea level change shown for the mid-1990 can be zero.
2. What maximum sea-level rise does the graph hypothesize for this century? 
3. How many meters is that?
4. What is the minimum projected sea level rise for this century?
5. Why do you suppose the width of the blue line is so great?
6. Explain the relationship between CO2 concentration and atmospheric warming.
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Going, Going, Gone  
Teacher Key  

 
 

 

 Article Work Sheet for “Barrier Island Loss Dealing Blow to Birds” 

 
1. What is the importance of barrier islands to birds? 

Breeding and nesting areas for migratory birds. 

 

2. What birds are common on Louisiana’s barrier islands? 

Terns, Black Skimmers, Brown Pelicans, Sandwich Terns. 

 

3. What accounted for the rebound in pelican populations? 

The pesticide DDT was banned. 

 

4. What is the trend for Wine Island nesting birds? 

Decreasing: 11,000 pairs in 2008; 6,800 pairs in 2009. 

 

5. As the islands get smaller, how do the birds respond? 

 Increased competition for nesting sites. 

 

6. Why do biologists and engineers disagree on saving the islands?  

While some argue that the protection of the islands is crucial for bird survival, the economic 

commitment and cost will be high. 

 

IPCC Projected Sea-Level Change 

 
1. Explain how the sea level change shown for the mid-1990 can be zero.  

The graph depicts deviation from the mean sea level for the years 1980-1999. Because 1990 

is in the middle of this period (central tendency), the deviation at that point is zero.  

 

2. What maximum sea-level rise does the graph hypothesize for this century?  

500mm. 

 

3. How many meters is that?  

0.5m. 

 

4. What is the minimum projected sea level rise for this century?  

220mm or .22 m. 

 

5. Why do you suppose the width of the blue line is so great?  

Like weather predictions, climate predictions are increasingly uncertain at longer time scales. 
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6. Explain the relationship between CO2 concentration and atmospheric warming.  

CO2 is a greenhouse gas (GHG). Gases of this type trap heat in the atmosphere and cause 

warming. Thus, when the concentration of gases increases, heat capture and warming 

increase. These two factors are said to be "directly" related. 

 

Questions from Student Guide 

  

Question 3 

 What range of elevations is colored dark blue? (All elevations are in meters.)  

Answers will vary but these elevations will be negative numbers representing areas below sea 

level. 

 

 Where on the map are these elevations?  

At the bottom of the map in the Gulf of Mexico. 

 

 What is the area of the map window you have opened? (In the global grid box you will see the 

letters L, O, T indicating the area of Land, Ocean and Total. You want the total area.) 

 Answers will vary depending on the zoom, but typical totals will be around 4,000km
2
 to 

7,000km
2
. 

 

 What is the mean elevation? Mean slope?  

Mean elevation will vary but will commonly be a negative number representing a mean that is 

below sea level. If a lot of land area is included in the map window, the elevation may be 

positive. Mean slope will be near zero in the area of Terrebonne Bay. 

 

Question 6 

 

 What is the highest elevation on Timbalier Island where it is crossed by the transect?  

Answers will vary but should not exceed a couple of meters. 

 

 About how many kilometers is it from Timbalier Island to the northern shore of Terrebonne 

Bay?  

About 30km. 

 

 What is the average depth of Terrebonne Bay? (This is the bay north of Timbalier Island)  

This can be read off the profile and answers will vary between -2m and -4 m. 

 

 Is Timbalier Island really that steep? Why is the Y-axis (elevation) so exaggerated?   

The graphical profile is vertically exaggerated. If both axes of the graphic were on the same 

scale, the profile would appear flat and not allow interpretation. By comparing meters and 

kilometers we can detect subtle changes of elevation. These changes are often important 

biologically. 

 



      

Student Guide: GeoMapApp Tutorial
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Plotting Projected Coastal Land Loss Using GeoMapApp  

Step 1 – Download and Launch GeoMapApp Software 

1. Open the GeoMapApp home page in a new window. 

 

 

 From the Download Links panel on the left of the page, click the link for your 

computer's operating system. 

 On the new web page that comes up for your computer, scroll to the bottom of the page, 

read the terms of distribution and click AGREE to download the software. 

2. When the download is complete, locate the program file on your computer (wherever 

your downloads are stored) and double-click the GeoMapApp icon to start the program. 

 

3. When GeoMapApp launches, three maps are displayed. Click Agree to select the 

“Mercator” default map. (The left map). 

                

http://www.marine-geo.org/geomapapp/
http://serc.carleton.edu/images/eet/extreme_environments/geomapp_icon.png
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Step 2 – Zoom in on Louisiana Barrier Islands 

1. The map now displayed shows our Earth’s spherical surface unrolled as a two 

dimensional plane. While this has created a “stretching” distortion near the poles, this 

projection gives a fairly accurate view of mid-latitude regions, including the Louisiana 

coast. 

2. In the upper left you will notice a series of icons like those you use with Google Earth or 

other map applications. (Hovering your mouse over the icons will give you its name.) 

Select the fourth icon from the left, Zoom In (magnifying glass with a plus sign). Move 

your mouse over the Gulf of Mexico. Click your mouse to zoom in to Terrebonne Bay. 

This may require repositioning your mouse with each click. 
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Step 3 – Completing an Elevation Transect of Terrebonne Bay. 

1. Once you have Terrebonne Bay centered on your GeoMapApp screen, we can improve 

the elevation data and begin investigating changes in sea level. 

2. Select the Distance/Profile tool. It is the sixth icon from the left on the toolbar at the 

top. It looks like a grid with a large inverted V. After doing this, you may need to wait a 

few seconds for the improved data set to load. 

 

                   

 

Terrebonne Bay 

Timbalier Island 
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3. Notice how the image changed! The colors now have a range from deep blue to light 

gray. Also, you probably noticed that a window called “Global Grids” opened. Take a 

minute to review this window before you continue. You can minimize the “Global 

Grids” box, but do not close it because that will close all the elevation data as well. 

 What range of elevations is colored dark blue? (All elevations are in 

meters.) 

 Where on the map are these elevations? 

 What is the area of the map window you have opened? (In the global grid 

box you will see the letters L, O, T, indicating the area of Land, Ocean and 

Total. You want the Total area. 

 What is the mean elevation? Mean slope? 

 

                                 

4. Move your mouse back over the map window and left click south of Timbalier Island. 

While holding the mouse down, move it due north onto the green land area and release. 

You will see a white line scribed on you map and a new window pop up.  
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The map window shows a “transect” or straight line across the area of interest. The 

window shows an elevation profile of Terrebonne Bay. This profile gives the elevation 

for points along the transect.  

 

 
5. Position your windows so you can see both the map and the graph. To do this, simply 

click and drag using the pane at the top of the images. You also can resize the images as 

you would with any other by clicking and dragging on the corners of them. 

6. Move your mouse along the elevation line on the graph profile. Notice that an icon 

moves over the transect line on your map showing the relationship between the graph 

and the location on your map. Cool! Consider the following questions. 

 What is the highest elevation on Timbalier Island where it is crossed by 

the transect? 

 About how many kilometers is it from Timbalier Island to the northern 

shore of Terrebonne Bay? 
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 What is the average depth of Terrebonne Bay? (This is the bay north of 

Timbalier Island.) 

 Is Timbalier Island really that steep? Why is the Y-axis (elevation) so 

exaggerated? 

7. Now let’s close the profile window and pull the “Global Grids” box back up. Here we 

can set up an “isoline,” a single line of elevation we can add to the map. This isoline 

will set an elevation equal to the projected sea level rise and show it as a line on the 

map. Essentially, what we are doing is drawing the coastline as it might appear in 2100. 

For this investigation we will use the maximum sea-level rise we obtained from the 

IPCC projections. You will recall that those data suggested a maximum .5m rise during 

this century. 

8. Zoom in on Timbalier Island. To add the isoline and show how .5 meters will affect 

barrier island habitats, click on the Set Contour Interval and Range icon on the global 

grid box. (This icon looks like a series of concentric circles.) 

 

                                   

9. When you select the contour button, a new dialog box called “Modify Contours?” 

opens. The fields in this box allow us to change how elevations are plotted on 

topographic depictions of the area we are studying. “Interval” refers to the increment 

between elevation contour lines. In steep areas such as mountains, the interval may be 

large, but in the relatively flat coastal plain it may be only a couple of meters. The 

“minimum” and “maximum” fields allow us to set the highest and lowest elevations 

shown on our map. Since we only want to see one line (the predicted shoreline in 2100, 

we will put the same value (.5m) in all three boxes. 
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10. Now, let’s change the contour interval so there is only one line at .5m. To do this enter 

.5 into the all three fields (interval, minimum and maximum). Click OK to enter the 

changes. 

                                  

11. You should now see a single contour line in black representing where the shoreline will 

be in 2100.  

 What do you notice about areas that are less than .5 meters in elevation? 

 Does what you see in the new map image reflect a continuation of the 

trend during the last century? Why? 

 Recall what you read in the article at the start of this activity. What impact 

will this have on birds, such as Black Skimmers and Brown Pelicans? 

 

 

 
 

12. Use  Zoom In , Zoom Out and the Pan the Map  (looks like a hand) in the map 

window toolbox to examine barrier islands to the east and west of Timbalier Island. By 
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selecting Pan the Map, you can click and drag the map to see a different island. You 

may need to wait a few seconds for the new window to load. 

13. To save the map you have created, select “Save map window” from the File menu in 

the upper left side of the map window. A pop-up box will ask what format you wish to 

save in. For most uses simply save as a JPEG file. If you are a regular user of Google 

Earth, you may want to save the image as a KMZ file. This will allow you to open the 

map image in Google Earth. 

                   

14. To complete this investigation, paste the map image you created into a word document 

that gives the map an appropriate title and caption (you can have them use the IPCC 

graph caption as an example). Beneath the map, write a short summary of the mapping 

activity that includes the following information:  

 List several factors to lead to coastal land loss. 

 Describe the importance of barrier islands and marsh grass patches to 

Brown Pelicans, terns and Black Skimmers. 

 State the range of 21
st
 sea-level rise projected by IPCC. 

 Suggest the impact that projected sea level changes will likely have on 

Brown Pelicans, terns and Black Skimmers. 

 Identify at least two uncertainties that exist within the map product. 

 Suggest a solution. 
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